
clinical asset management:
hidden opportunities

to cut costs & Improve roi

2m+ devices

discovered

85+ proprietary

protocols parsed

15+ industry

awards

the value you get out of your solution is directly attributed to what
went into it. To see the greatest value, you need a platform that can

Understand historical
correlation between
insufficient medical device
inventory and shortages as
well as increases in patient
risk and complaints. 
Reduce PAR levels without
risking device shortages.
Devise long-term inventory
management strategy via
predictive analytics.
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the right platform can operationalize your device data to deliver new value.

Evaluate current
utilization data via
passive network traffic. 
Gather deep insights
into device type and
utilization. 
Review or develop PAR
levels for each device
class.
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iomt technology
almost half will be health 
related by 2020

+40%

patient monitoring
medical devices connected to 
and monitoring patients today

3.7m

device tracking
almost half of a nurse's shift 
is spent on low level tasks

+40%

device utilization
medical devices run at less
than half of capacity

-50%

device procurement
hospitals own more devices
than can be used at one time

+25%

capital expenditure
hospitals spend nearly 2x
what they did 15 years ago

2x

1
understand the landscape

of the deployed devices

provide real-time

tracking of devices

examine historical

data trends

operationalize par

level reduction

Automate elements
of PAR level
adjustments based
on real-time data.

1.Improve visibility into
inventory level.
Track device
movement to ensure
the efficiency of care.
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We know healthcare because it’s what we do every day.

clinical asset planning lifecycle management Device utilization job satisfaction
Turn "pump searching" time

into high value activities.
Optimize workflows to

meet demand.
Schedule maintenance by
usage to reduce expenses.

Forecast purchases to
reduce capital expenditures.

Installed in 200+

healthcare

organizations
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